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Today’s borders are marked by complexity and high dynamism, a fact that becomes especially
apparent when considering global phenomena such as migration flows, movement of workers,
transformations of capitalism, virtual connectivity, or epistemic shifts. As we can experience social,
cultural, economic, political, and legal crises, challenges, and uncertainties, borders seem to become
the focal point of those orders being in motion. Two seemingly contradicting and still related
processes can be observed, which contribute to the increase in borders’ complexity: On the one
hand, the call for borders producing clarity is maybe louder than ever before. As a result, the
symbolic and material representations of borders gain meaning, and the bordering practices
constituting them become increasingly elaborated. On the other hand, borders become increasingly
vague since they become spatially dispersed and de-territorialized. Processes of in- and exclusion and
related social categorizations of gender, ethnicity, etc. become contested and blurred. New
temporalities such as (a-)synchronicity and interim periods emerge.
Considering these ambivalent processes, the first round table discussion deals with current
challenges of b/order research and aims at tackling pressing questions concerning contemporary
b/order arrangements on the one side and possibilities and obstacles for scientific inquiries on the
other. Emphasis is put on the relations between state borders, membership to social categories such
as nationality, gender and ethnicity, work and migration. Additionally, questions of how to theorize
contemporary borders and related phenomena as well as of how to develop new methodological
approaches are scrutinized.
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